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Credits
Neighborhood pattern & design
Awareness & education
Energy & atmosphere
Indoor environmental quality
Innovation & design process
Location & linkages
Material & resources
Sustainable sites
Water efficiency
NPD107 | Reduced parking footprint
NPCc13 | Access to active spaces
NPD101 | Walkable streets
NPD102 | Compact development
NPD103 | Connected and open community
NPD104 | Walkable streets
NPD105 | Mixed-use neighborhoods
NPD106 | Housing types and affordability
NPD107 | Reduced parking footprint
NPD108 | Transit facilities
NPD109 | Transportation demand management
NPD110 | Access to civic and public space
NPD111 | Access to recreation facilities
NPD112 | Visitability and universal design
NPD113 | Community outreach and involvement
NPD114 | Local food production
NPD115 | Tree-lined and shaded streetscapes
NPD116 | Neighborhood schools
NPD902 | Compact development
NPD903 | Connected and Open Community
NPDc1 | Compact development
NPDc1 | Walkable streets
NPDc10 | Transportation demand management
NPDc10 | Access to recreation facilities
NPDc11 | Access to surrounding vicinity
NPDc11 | Visitability and universal design
NPDc12 | Access to public spaces
NPDc12 | Community outreach and involvement
NPDc13 | Local food production
NPDc14 | Universal accessibility
NPDc14 | Tree-lined and shaded streets
NPDc15 | Community outreach and involvement
NPDc15 | Neighborhood schools
NPDc16 | Local food production
NPDc2 | Diversity of uses
NPDc2 | Compact development
NPDc3 | Diversity of housing types
NPDc3 | Mixed-use neighborhood centers
NPDc4 | Affordable rental housing
NPDc4 | Mixed-income diverse communities
NPDc5 | Affordable for-sale housing
NPDc5 | Reduced parking footprint
NPDc6 | Reduced parking footprint
NPDc6 | Street network
NPDc7 | Walkable streets
NPDc7 | Transit facilities
NPDc8 | Street network
NPDc8 | Transportation demand management
NPDc9 | Transit facilities
NPDc9 | Access to civic and public space
NPDp1 | Open community
NPDp1 | Walkable streets
NPDp2 | Compact development
NPDp2 | Compact development
NPDp3 | Connected and open community
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Reduced parking footprint
Possible 1 point
1 result inAll .
Glossary

Intent
To minimize the environmental harms associated with parking facilities, including automobile dependence, land consumption, and rainwater runoff.

Requirements
For new nonresidential buildings and multiunit residential buildings, either do not build new off-street parking lots, or locate all new off-street surface parking lots at the side or rear, leaving building frontages
facing the circulation network free of surface parking lots (alleys may be exempted).
Use no more than 20% of the total development footprint area for all new off-street surface parking facilities, with no individual surface parking lot larger than 2 acres (0.8 hectare). For the purposes of this
credit, surface parking facilities include ground-level garages unless they are under habitable building space. Underground or multistory parking facilities can be used to provide additional spaces. On-street
parking spaces are exempt from this limitation.

Provide carpool or shared-use vehicle parking spaces equivalent to at least 10% of the total off-street parking spaces for each non-residential and mixed-use building on the site. Such parking spaces must be
marked and within 200 feet (60 meters) walking distance of entrances to the building served.

